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About This Game

Timed gameplay-

Not often attempted, with modern survival games, is the sense of seriousness to escape in a period of time. Three Days gives a
new perspective on urgency by adding a 72 hour - three days - time limit allowing the player to get involved in gameplay with an

incentive to escape. We have fine-tuned ThreeDays to suit most players without it being impossible,and for the more casual
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players we have created an endless mode which has no time limit allowing a less intense experience.

Unique creation system-

Three Days has its own unique crafting system: simply take a movable resource and drag it onto another resource to see what
you can create. No inventory, no fuss.

Procedurally generated islands-

The game includes islands that are randomly generated every time you play allowing diverse gameplay every time it’s played.
Not only this, but each island has its own original name and generation and all resources that are generated on the island will be

placed elsewhere.

Stats-system-

Three Days contains a dynamic ever changing stats system, where the player is in constant need of attention to survive which is
achievable by looking after the players hunger hydration and temperature. The system is ever changing is and the player is

always in a new procedurally generated island, meaning different amounts of resources and different weather effects to survive
with.

Auto-mine-

The automine mechanic was influenced by playing other games with different mechanics requiring the player to hit or hold a
button to break and collect resources. Personally, I disliked this system and wondered how I could do it differently and came up
with the automine feature. The player is simply brought over to the resource desired to break and it will automatically start to

break.

Upgrade/levelling system-

ThreeDays also allows you to collect experience from breaking primary resources such as trees and boulders, this allows level
ups and PPs (Perk Points) which can be spent on 15 different upgrades for the character, such as killing and catching fish

without a rod to slowing the timer down. The level system will also directly affect the player’s fate at the end of the game via 4
cutscenes.

Personally, I enjoy a game with a bit of context and I really wanted to bring this to ThreeDays. Its unique storyline was managed
by allowing the player to play and learn, for instance throughout your time in game you will discover random notes around the

shoreline, washed in by the tide, which explain the backstory and what really happened.

This is a fan made SCP game which has not been endorsed or made by anyone from the website. I have spoken with the
foundation and have done everything legally under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 License
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http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/ this means that I am allowed to release this game and will credit the SCP
foundation website for its inspiration to my unique fan made story.
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Title: Three Days
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Lewis Bergin, GorePixelGames
Publisher:
Lewis Bergin
Release Date: 19 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista / 7

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Direct X9.0c Compatible Card @ 256MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 120 MB available space

Sound Card: Onboard is fine

Additional Notes: If playing on a Laptop, please make sure it has a dedicated graphics card.

English
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Holy crap. This may be the coolest game I've ever played. I would pay like $8 or more per DLC level, if they existed.. I know
that its stupid to play less than half an hour of a game and then write a review saying it sucks, but this game sucks. A most
wonderful adventure with the best graphics and story
Had me in tears,laughs and excitement
. Great promise in this game. Well done to the lone developer who has brought this game to where it is fully playable and very
enjoyable. I am so glad I got in early on ths, it's a lot of fun...looks great, runs like a dream and is very playable as is! I played a
good 40 minutes just on the flight training level, taking in the sights and getting the hang of the bombs on the one flyable plane
that is currently included. The helicopter is great fun and so too is the attack boat. I really want to see this game develop in depth
and in content. Well done sir.....I want more!!
. I really like this pack. why? I really like the theme, I happen to be an archaeologicalgeographer, personally I would had perhaps
wanted to see some wood castles included, but they are far "inbetween" and like none have survived into our days.. not bad. If
you are interested in eletrical ircuits.. I first played this 4 years ago, and begged for a copy to show my friends.
I played it again 2 years after, and begged again.
I finally just got a beta, and played an hour with my roomates.
We'll probably get a noise complaint.
Worth it. So good.
This game is simple - it doesn't try to do more than it should, but what it does, it does very well.
The mechanics are smooth.

It's one of those games where you get just good enough to beat your buds, then that forces them to get just a bit better to beat
you, and before you know it you have an eSports league running nights in your basement.

Thank you, it's beautiful.. Game aint bad for a runescape clone. One of my favorite strategy games ever and my personal
favorite time\/setting for the Anno series got a wonderful expansion pack.

Wonderful graphics for its time, fun gameplay and a wonderful expansion pack are just some of the joys that Dawn of
Discovery and its expansion pack Venice offer.

If you want an older strategy game that you can sink many hours into pick this up, while I don't find it has quite the depth that
2070 had, I do like the setting and time more personally.

If you are going to check out the upcoming Anno game I suggest you check out this one and 2070 to get ready for another entry
to this wonderful and in depth series.
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Motor asphalt racing check
Dirt racing check

Elimination mode check
Survival mode check

Air Stunts check
Wheelie check
wreck opponent button check
Outfits customization check

There is more to check, just see for yourself. Super LOH is a rather difficult rogue like game for the wrong reasons.

Basically, the goal of this game is to clear out all the enemies in a room and then advance to the next room. However, the
difficulties of the rooms are random, and sometimes you get these ridiculsouly hard rooms that are just impossible.I also say
rogue like, but you don't get to keep your upgrades from playthrough to playthrough. Additionally, when you attack, you get
pushed back which is super annoying. I played enough of this game that I was actuallly able to 100% achievement the game, but
I would not play this anymore or any further. Another rather annoying part is that the escape button does not bring up a menu,
but instead closes the game.

Overall, not that great of a game because of random difficulty swings that make the game annoyingly hard.

Rating: 5.3\/10
Recommend Price: $0.49 or below. The story of Fire Pro Wrestling World on PC, so far, has been one of bittersweet ups and
downs. When the game first launch, the same old fire pro community banded together and started creating custom edits,
modders started modding, and people started getting very creative with this game. It was awesome for a few months. Modders
were constantly tweaking and updating their mods to add more features and functionality to the game.

Then it was announced that Spike had licensed NJPW for officially licensed content. As many have, I had been looking forward
to this DLC for quite some time. However, had I known this update would completely destroy the modding community, alienate
basically the entire PC community, and set the stage for future money-grab DLC's, I would have thought otherwise.

Sure, it's great to be able to play as our favourite NJPW wrestlers (but a lot of the custom edits were better than the officials),
but now we can only do so with a completely vanilla version of the game, which is quite boring after you've had a chance to play
with mods. But no, that's going to be another $30 spike wants from us in a few months.

It seems like Spike Chunsoft is completely oblivious or careless of their main playerbase for this game (ie: people who have
been playing fire pro games for years, run e-feds w\/ mods and custom things). But this update completely changed how the PC
version loads data, rendering all mods unworkable and un-updateable.

The community is now split into 2. People who have updated to FPWW 2.0 for the NJPW wrestlers and ZERO MODDING
(and either couldn't be bothered or don't know how to rollback to previous versions and get a 2nd copy of firepro working with
mods post-update). It has been discovered that the only way to continue using mods with Fire Pro Wrestling is to make a 2nd
copy of your game before updating, and running a separate 1.02 version while offline in steam. Essentially, people who want to
use mods basically have to pirate the game now....

Not exactly sure how Spike saw this impacting their buyrates but... they just killed their game.. Great game, I just wish there
was a game like this with better UI. Its annoying to navigate around the map and link multiple buildings together.. Game... -9/10
-_-
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